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Abstract
Videogames and research in artificial intelligence (AI) techniques share a fruitful past of reciprocal
knowledge exchange. On the one hand, videogames offer unsolved challenges to the academy: these
challenges are as hard as those offered by what we can call “serious” applications, yet they can be faced
in a controlled and reproducible setting. This characteristic makes videogames a kind of advanced
“drosophila” for the researcher in AI: they are the ideal controlled ground in which to invent, experiment,
and test new AI paradigms, methodologies and techniques. It is not uncommon to resort to simulated
game environments as lesser expensive, yet comparably complex, digital twins. On the other hand, the
videogame industry (VI) itself is exemplary of typical demands that AI research cannot meet yet. The
VI looks for reduced development costs, better integration with AI tools and real-time performance.
Especially, knowledge transfer between developers and AI tools must be as fast and smooth as possible:
this is one of the reasons why the machine learning (ML) revolution had so far a controversial reception
in the VI, in that ML provides black-box AI modules which are not easily “tunable” and configurable at
will, and have non-negligible design-time costs. In order to overcome the above limits, one can consider
declarative knowledge representation techniques (DKR). However, some of the shortcomings of DKR
methods are fairly challenging to be addressed: performance, ease of use, integration, mining of reusable
deductive knowledge are not up to the par yet. All these limitations prevent the real adoption of declarative
paradigms in many highly-demanding applicative settings of which the videogame development field is
an exemplary generalized testbed. Narrowing the above gaps is nontrivial challenge. In this paper we
identify some of the key issues which we deem important for the research community and outline our
current research progress.
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1. Context and motivation

Videogames and the AI research. Many examples of the usage of declarative languages
in the industrial videogame realm exists, starting from the pioneer F.E.A.R. game [1], which
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used STRIPS-based planning [2]. Other remarkable examples are the games Halo [3] and Black
& White [4]. If we look at videogames from the basic research perspective, it must be noted
the longstanding interest in using (video-)games as a controllable and reproducible setting in
which to face open issues: one might cite the GDL [5], VGDL [6] and Ludocore [7] languages
adopted for declaratively describing General Game Playing [8]. The Planning Domain Definition
Language (PDDL) found natural usage in the videogame realm [9, 10, 11]; among its sister
languages, we will herein focus particularly on Answer Set Programming (ASP), the known
declarative paradigm with a tradition in modeling planning problems, robotics, computational
biology as well as other industrial applications [12]. ASP does not come last in its experimental
usage in videogames: it has been used to various extents, e.g., for declaratively generating
level maps [13] and artificial architectural buildings [14]; it has been used as an alternative for
specifying general game playing [15], for defining artificial players [16] in the Angry Birds AI
competition [17], and for modelling resource production in real-time strategy games [18], to
cite a few.

ASP specifications are composed of set of rules, hard and soft constraints, by means of which
it is fairly easy to express qualitative and quantitative statements. In general, a set of input
values 𝐹 (called facts), describing the current state of the world, are fed together with an ASP
specification 𝑆 to a solver. Solvers in turn produce sets of outputs 𝐴𝑆(𝑆 ∪𝐹 ) called answer sets.
Answer sets contain the result of a decision-making process in terms of logical assertions which,
depending on the application domain at hand, might encode actions to be made, employee shifts
to be scheduled, protein sequences, and so on.

When evaluating 𝑆 and 𝐹 a traditional solver performs two consecutive steps: grounding
(also called instantiation) and solving (also called answer set search). Instantiating a program
consists in generating, rule by rule, substitutions of variables with constants, thus obtaining an
equivalent propositional program.

Despite their potential advantages, the widespread adoption of methods like ASP in games is
still prevented by a number of shortcomings, which one roughly categorize in i) integration
issues and ii) performance issues.

Concerning the first, ASP-based solutions have been coupled with industrial applications
using many schemes which were proposed in the last decade. These differ on how the so-called
“procedural” side and “declarative” side are coupled, and on which of the sides is at the center
of the development picture [19, 20, 21, 22].

However, during a videogame, decision-making processes are continuously repeated within
the so called game loop. The game loop is, in a way, a sense-think-act cycle in disguise, where
the think step might be occupied by a logic-based reasoner. This context makes the integration
of reasoners/ASP solvers non-obvious: how to cope with fast changing sensor readings? how
to accommodate long running reasoning tasks? What if a reasoning task is no longer needed
because of a sudden change in the game scene? How to reuse at least part of the wasted
computational effort?

The ThinkEngine [23], developed by our team, allows programmers to deal with AI modules
inside the popular Unity game and industrial development engine [24] and is a good starting
point for getting closer to the above goals. As for performance, ASP solvers greatly improved
in the last years [25]. Effort has been made on incremental, online and stream computing
of ASP inputs [26, 27, 28]. Fast, repeated reasoning tasks required by real-time applications



seem, however, out of reach unless manual tuning and optimizations are introduced on a per
application basis [29]. The ASP-based player appearing in the Angry Birds AI Competition [16]
and other benchmarks on games show that the performance gap can be reduced with more
research [30].

In this paper, we overview the key issues that prevent declarative paradigms being adopted
in the VI. In section 2 we briefly illustrate our current research progress, introducing the
ThinkEngine Asset; in section 3 we outline some selected open issues in the context of AI and
videogames that we deem relevant; in section 4 we discuss the general advantages of videogames
and declarative paradigms being coupled together; in section 5 we overview how this line of
research could bridge videogames to academic research and to society in general.

When evaluating 𝑆 and 𝐹 a traditional solver performs two consecutive steps: grounding
(also called instantiation) and solving (also called answer set search). Instantiating a program
consists in generating, rule by rule, substitutions of variables with constants, thus obtaining an
equivalent propositional program.

2. The ThinkEngine Asset

Figure 1, adapted from the description of our ThinkEngine tool [23] shows our proposal of an
integration scheme between a reasoner based on declarative specifications and a game engine.
A number of so-called brains are able to interact with a videogame scene.

An AI developer can use the ThinkEngine by first identifying objects and/or parts of the
game logic that are to be connected to brains; sensor readers are wired from the game scene to
brains, and actuators from brains to the game scene. A brain consists of a simple high-level
specification that describes decision criteria: one can add rules, constraints, soft constraints
and other declarative statement types. A brain reasoning task can be then triggered on specific
events or on a cyclic basis. Reactive brains produce immediate modifications on the game,
while Planning brains can be used to synthesize complex execution plans or, in principles, even
arbitrarily reprogram reactive behaviors of artificial players.

In the case of our ThinkEngine tool, reasoning modules are implemented using declarative
specifications written using ASP; an ASP solver executes such specifications, then its outputs are
converted into actions or plans to be executed on the game world. Thinkengine is implemented
respecting a paradigm-agnostic stance: a wiring infrastructure for connecting other solvers
based on other declarative paradigms (PDDL, SMT or others) is provided. In the specific
setting of Thinkengine, most of the interoperability burden is implemented within the EmbASP
library [31].

The tool is available as a plugin for the known game development engine Unity [24]. Unity
owns 45% of the market share as a game development engine: it is not however limited to the
development of ludic products as it is appreciated also for the development of simulations and
industrial applications.

From the software development perspective, the presence of brains based on declarative tools
implies several potential benefits, like:

• declarative tools can be used for defining, in a very short time, different aspects of game
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Figure 1: General run-time architecture of the ThinkEngine framework

AI, like: modelling of non-player characters (NPC) with spatio-temporal reasoning based
AIs, automated game resource management, path planning, declarative (and not more
“procedural”) content generation, automated narrative generation based on qualitative
descriptions, dynamic dialogue systems, etc.

• non programmers can participate in the implementation of decision making modules;
• the strong decoupling between declarative decision making and action execution makes

much easier to separate and parallelize the development of both;
• the decoupling from the game engine itself allows standalone testing, isolated debugging

and optimization.

However, the above advantages pair up with the known barriers to the adoption of declarative
tools in demanding applications and in the videogame application settings in particular. Such
barriers are mostly related to the actual declarativity of the formalism at hand, its evaluation
efficiency, and the integration methodology with applications.



Figure 2: Hybrid Deliberative/Reactive (HDR) schema.

3. Some selected open issues

Integration. When one aims to integrate reasoning modules in industrial applications, and
especially videogames, two main technical obstacles arise. One concerns the information flow
and the coordination between reasoning tasks and other parts of the software; the second
obstacle is related to the symbol grounding, i.e. the longstanding issue of abstracting raw data to
a symbolic synthesis thereof (not to be confused with the close technical concept of “grounding”
meant in the sense of “instantiation” of an ASP program).

Concerning the coordination of the reasoning tasks, recall that a videogame is typically
executed by running the so called game-loop routine [32]. The game loop consists in a single-
threaded repeated execution of update operations to the current game scene: within each step
of this cycle, user input is processed, AI decision-making operations are made, and the game
scene is modified accordingly. A physics simulation of the world and the general game logic
is also taken into account when changing the game environment. The operations performed
within the game loop strictly mimic the reactive sense-think-act cycle typical of agents and
robotic systems [33], in which sensing, thinking and acting steps are repeatedly performed.

Similarly to real life applications, in videogames reactive AI modules coexist with non-reactive
portions of the game logic: reactive modules are usually implemented using relatively fast
techniques, such as behavior trees, finite state automata, rule sets or combinations thereof [34],
and can run in the main game-loop. This type of module comes into play when quick “instinctive”
decisions need to be taken by artificial characters: think, e.g., at programmed fight-or-flight
responses when an artificial opponent is attacked.

On the other hand, strategic decision-making processes are likewise necessary. They are
realized using long term, goal-oriented techniques, which often involve utility-based, planning,
and simulation techniques. Longer running reasoning tasks are for instance required for
common videogame AI modules such as path-planning, hierarchical task planning and resource
management. As these require longer processing time, their execution within the default game-
loop is troublesome. It is thus natural to generalize this reactive/non-reactive duality to the
so-called hybrid deliberative/reactive paradigm [33] (HDR, Figure 2), in which fast “instinctive”
behaviors are combined in a proper way with long term reasoning tasks such as plan generation.

This model has in turn been recently generalized both in economics and social science [35]
and in the wider AI community [36], by proposing to model rational agents in terms of two



interacting sides: System 1, the fast, instinctive, reactive, often non-symbolic subsystem; and
System 2, a subsystem capable of better strategic decisions, yet requiring longer reasoning
times and a proper symbolic preprocessing and abstraction layer. Both System 1 and System 2
decision-making activities can be deemed important and need to co-exist.

The interaction between both types of reasoning calls for the introduction of a scheme similar
to the general HDR one, in which long-running reasoning tasks are made possible, but do not
enforce heavy computational loads on the main game loop. The outcome of non-reactive tasks
can be used to act directly on the game logic, or to re-program reactive behaviors of game
characters. Although prototypical systems, like the ThinkEngine developed by our research
group, offer a form of HDR scheme in which ASP reasoning tasks can be run asynchronously,
many aspects are not properly systematized yet. Especially, there is no clear semantics on how
deliberate modules can re-program reactive modules and execute plans. A good starting point
in this respect can be hybrid ASP languages like ActHEX [21] that are meant to synthesize
actions to be executed in an external environment.

Abstraction. Concerning the second integration issue, abstraction has been studied in
ASP [37] especially aiming at reducing the number of symbols processed by solvers, thus
reducing computing times yet preserving some form of semantic equivalence. An exploration
of how fine-grained knowledge, such as raw spatial and temporal floating point data, can be
systematically abstracted to a symbolic layer suitable for ASP reasoning has not been done yet.
In this respect interval reasoning technique[38] look promising and could be beneficial on at
least two aspects: performance-wise, abstraction can often make the difference in reaching the
desired performance cutoff threshold. Abstraction is common practice in the videogame realm,
such as when pixel-grained game maps are abstracted to a few strategic waypoints. As a second
advantage, the availability of an automated abstraction layer can cut down design times, as this
operation usually requires time-consuming manual design decisions.

Performance. Automated decision making in dynamic environments, where the world
description is continuously and fastly changing, enforces strict reasoning time limits. Let us
consider a decision-making reasoning task 𝑇 , which can be either reactive or nonreactive.
Specifically, if 𝑇 is represented using ASP syntax, it is fed to an ASP solver composed of two
separate computational steps: instantiation (also called “grounding”, not to be confused with
the related notion of symbol grounding), and resolution (also called “solving” in the proper
sense). Both steps have their impact in performance, and especially grounding is crucial when
big data flows and reactive tasks come into play. Rapid environment changes are typical of
videogames, which are thus an ideal controlled environment for introducing stop & restart
techniques capable of stopping no more valid reasoning tasks and resuming them under updated
input data: this is needed, e.g., in case of events that trigger replanning. Also, no matter whether
reactive or not, a time consuming “think” step may constitute a great performance bottleneck.
The execution times of reasoning tasks can be greatly improved if incremental techniques are
introduced. An incremental solver makes only quick differential updates to its internal state
when some of the input data are changed. Videogames are exemplary also in this respect
and could greatly benefit from AIs implemented using fast incremental solving techniques.



Whenever it is not desirable or possible to execute long, offline, reasoning tasks like in hybrid
reactive/deliberative models, the introduction of incremental reasoning techniques becomes
even more strategic. Much effort has been done recently in this direction: some ASP systems
allow full incrementality, at the price of manually programming which and how parts of an ASP
specifications should be (re-)evaluated [27], thus loosing some declarativity; other contributions
enable a form of incrementality which is transparently performed “under-the-hood” from the
perspective of the application designer, but are limited on the language expressivity [26]; the
recent work of our group, based on the notion of “overgrounding” is also fully transparent
to specification designers, yet it limits differential computations to the so called “grounding”
stage only [30, 28, 39]. This choice limits performance improvements mostly to reactive tasks.
None of the above work addressed so far the issue of computation restarts triggered by external
input changes. We nonetheless foresee that our recently developed overgrounding techniques
could be lifted to all the stages of the ASP solving pipeline, and can be generalized to introduce
forms of computation restart techniques. New extensions should inherit the support of all the
linguistic features of ASP, and keep the incremental evaluation out of the necessity of manual
programming.

Whitebox AI procedures for content generation. Machine learning techniques are often
used in the videogames industry for content generation of videogame levels that are aestheti-
cally like human-authored examples (see, e.g., [40]). For this purpose, Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs) have been shown particularly effective on this task because they enable
the creation of levels that are stylistically like human examples [41, 42]. However, it has been
recently shown that GANs can often fail to produce videogame levels with playability cri-
teria [43], making tiresome human intervention necessary to “repair” a machine-generated
level. In order to automate this process, several techniques have been proposed, most of them
focused on a generate-then-repair approach for first generating levels from models trained on
human-authored examples and then repairing them with minimum cost edits to render them
playable. Such techniques leverage on Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) to encode the
playability constraints for the repair procedure (see, e.g., [44]). It is appealing to investigate
the effectiveness of symbolic methods, namely ASP, Pseudo-Boolean, and Satisfiability Mod-
ulo Theory (SMT), in combination with subsymbolic methods (GANs), to encode playability
constraints for automated repair of generated content.

Declarative pattern mining. The detection of changes in the scenes or in the game char-
acters is relevant e.g. for triggering NPC behavior changes, or for simply proposing different
background music or elements. Pattern mining traditionally provides a bunch of techniques
for the discovery of regularities in a data set, e.g. so-called frequent patterns are statistically
significant regularities in a set of transactions. The classic problem of frequent pattern min-
ing [45] concerns indeed the enumeration of all the patterns whose absolute support exceeds a
user-defined minimum support threshold minSup.

A complementary problem is the discovery of statistically significant differences (or contrast)
between two disjoint sets of transactions [46]. This requires the enumeration of all the patterns
whose absolute support difference exceeds the user-defined minimum support threshold. The



discovery of the pattern types such as contrast/difference patterns, as well as emerging patterns
and change patterns, can be viewed as special cases of the same pattern mining problem, whose
aim is to detect patterns relating two or more given datasets. These patterns have been shown
to be a powerful method for constructing accurate classifiers, since they can describe emerging
behavior with respect to a property of interest. One such feature is desirable also for the
modeling of non-player characters.

An interesting direction of work is the investigation of some of these variants of the frequent
pattern mining problem within a declarative framework, notably ASP. A driving feature of ASP
solvers is indeed the possibility of enumerating all solutions, in the form of answer sets. This
appears particularly suitable for pattern mining problems. Both contrast, emerging and change
pattern mining fall into the broader category of constraint-based pattern mining [47], and can
therefore be effectively encoded in declarative formalisms such as ASP, like in [48]. The problem
specifications will naturally combine different constraints without having to devise new solving
algorithms for specific mining tasks, thanks to the declarative nature of ASP. The challenges
here are the identification of the most appropriate level of abstraction in the representation of a
scene or a player, and the definition of change underlying the discovery process.

A second direction to pursue concerns the use of background knowledge related to the
specific domain for the videogame in hand. Such prior domain knowledge might cover some
aspects deemed of interest from either the methodological viewpoint or the applicative one.
Particularly relevant in the videogame context is the spatial dimension. So, the background
knowledge might come in the form of hierarchies of spatial objects, and patterns could then
highlight spatial relations among the entities and offer descriptions of the scenes at multiple
levels of granularity, as done in [49]. This direction of research would bridge the gap between
the declarative approach and the object-based representations that are typical in the videogame
context. Hybrid knowledge representation formalisms could be considered to the purpose,
notably those formalisms which integrate ASP and DLs [50].

4. Impact for applicative research

The Videogame industry is an emblematic representative of a real-world application field where
practical barriers prevent the wide adoption of AI methodologies, both symbolic/deductive and
sub-symbolic/inductive. Elevated standards of efficiency and ease of use set a hard to reach
cutoff threshold for the introduction of promising paradigms such as ASP in the above contexts.
Today, ASP applications can be made performant, yet at the price of much “under-the-hood”
optimization burden of which only ASP specialists are capable. This compromises ease of use
and declarativity and is not welcome from the industrial perspective.

One might thus look at redefined adherence to declarativity and a transparent efficiency,
confining back under-the-hood the technicalities of the ASP semantics yet ensuring efficient
evaluation. Besides the widely accepted interest in explainability, a general goal for the AI
community would be to regain the ability of knowledge transfer and elaboration tolerance: the first,
not to be confused with transfer learning, is intended as achieving rapid transfer of knowledge
from AI designers to AI modules. Elaboration tolerance [51] represents the capability of easily
configuring and modifying the behavior of an AI module whenever new desiderata need to be



added. It is thus important to offer whitebox AI components featuring “visible knobs” which can
be used for instant tuning and configuration. This is in contrast with subsymbolic techniques
that, although very useful in several respects, currently lack explainability, a fundamental
requirement for achieving knowledge transfer and elaboration tolerance.

Besides these general goals, progress in videogames AI broadly overlaps with many applica-
tive research fields. A punctual, yet incomplete list of possible technological applications of
videogames AI includes:

Virtual environments and augmented reality. Serious games and virtual environment
exploration tools are customarily built with game development tools, and share many require-
ments with videogames. In this respect declarative path-planning and declarative content
generation are naturally appealing. Early research lines are moving in this direction [52].

Simulation and predictive maintenance. When realizing a simulation task in the auto-
motive field, controlled content generation of images is of paramount importance in order to
train ML algorithms. Concerning predictive maintenance, advances in integrating declarative
AI in games could offer new digital twin-based solutions in order to test predictive maintenance
techniques.

Robot guidance and robotic surgery. Among many industrial and research usages of the
Unity engine it is worth mentioning robotic surgery [53], a field in which automated motion
planning and spatial reasoning are seen with keen interest. In the same direction goes the
research investigating the relationship between fine-grained motion planning and declarative
methods [54].

5. Bridging videogames to research: a Drosophila for AI

There are countless research application fields where it is very expensive or difficult to let
researchers access real data or physical resources and for which videogames represent the
natural digital twin: traffic control, smart cities, autonomous driving, robotic surgery, digital
forensics, are only a few examples. Basic KR research areas such as spatio-temporal reasoning,
deontic and legal reasoning, qualitative physics, planning, to cite a few, can potentially have
strong beneficial fall-out on applicative research like the above. This impact can be boosted
if reproducible controlled environments were available and made of the same complexity of
real contexts. Enabling easy-to-wire declarative modules in one of the most used game and
simulation engines goes in this direction, also considering the role of ASP as a middle-ware for
implementing many of the abovementioned KR formalisms.

An incomplete list of hot research topics can include:

Digital Forensics. Evidence Analysis, a crucial phase in Digital Forensics, ranges from
the analysis of fragmented incomplete knowledge, to the reconstruction and aggregation
of complex scenarios involving time, uncertainty, causality and alternate possibilities. The
Scientific Investigation experts usually proceed by relying on their experience and intuition as no



established methodology exists today. Games can be useful and powerful means for supporting
digital forensics. They can provide digital twins where hypotheses, made using temporal
reasoning and qualitative physics, can be evaluated in a comparative way. The automated
discovery of regularities in crime scenes provides precious hints to investigators [55, 56, 57]:
when empowered with reasoning modules, games show an added value with respect to other
simulation environments. In this respect it is worth mentioning the COST Action “Digital
forensics: evidence analysis via intelligent systems and practices” (DigForASP). DigForASP has
set up an international network for exploring the potential of AI techniques (in particular, KR
and Automated Reasoning) in the Digital Forensics field, and for creating synergies between
these two fields.

Agent interaction, machine ethics. Among AI research areas possibly benefitting from
the availability of a tool like ThinkEngine playing the role of a controlled environment for
experimentation, one may consider using games for simulating the interaction between agents,
e.g., in order to study their compliance with the ethical guidelines for a Trustworthy AI. In this
context, a major obstacle to the operationalization and implementation of these requirements
in AI systems is just the lack of datasets and benchmarks. Games might compensate for this
lack, might help to get better insights into the dynamics of a corresponding real-world system,
and can assess the practical challenges of building such a system. ASP, and more generally
non-monotonic reasoning, is particularly suitable for dealing with ethical principles as testified
by several proposals [58].

Stream reasoning. Besides the technical and scientific interest of connecting videogames
to research, it is worth mentioning the very close connection with stream reasoning. The
potential impact on applications like smart cities, power grid management, urban traffic control,
where fast decision-making on big and dynamic data flows has immediate implications on the
green economy, is fairly straightforward. All these applications fall under the stream reasoning
umbrella where declarative techniques find a natural application. Stream reasoning also shares
with videogames the need of performing AI reasoning under fast-paced input event flows.

Intrinsic value of videogames. The videogame market, the highest selling category in the
entertainment industry [59], has seen a high increase in demand in the COVID-19 era, with
new job openings and an even larger portfolio of games. Videogames, no matter if played with
family, with friends, online in massive groups, or alone, were the place in which many of us
found a form of sociality and consolation in the difficult times of COVID-19. One should recall
that videogames are not just the place many scientists dream to leverage their ideas on, but
also a way of living engaging stories, worlds and atmospheres. The realization of these latter
necessitates innovative AI tools.
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